Abstract
Introduction
Conventional constraint satisfaction problems and methods for solving them are "hard." If there are only a few contradictory constraints, the problem becomes unsolvable. However, constraints in real world are usually contains contradictions, some combinations of specific values are more preferable than others, and constraints may be added or removed dynamically while solving the problem. Thus, methods of specifying and solving "soft" constraint satisfaction problems are necessary. Several types of soft constraint satisfaction are proposed by Freuder and Wallace [Fre 921, Ruttkay [Rut 941, and many other papers that are summarized by Ruttkay. Ruttkay gives several possible definitions of fuzzy constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs), and also gives a method of solving fuzzy CSPs.
In Ruttkay's definition, the degree of satisfaction of each constraint, ci, satisfies 0 I ci I 1. If the constraint is fully satisfied, then ci = 1, and if it is fully violated, then ci = 0. The degree of joint satisfaction of constraints c l . c2.
.. ,, c~i s defined in one of the following three methods. The fuzzy CSPs are the problems of maximizing the above degrees of joint satisfaction. The definition of productive combination is slightly modified for normalization. Cave is the arithmetic mean of ci, and C,, is the geometric mean of ci. The harmonic mean version of combination may be added to the list.
Although fuzzy CSPs are types of constrained optimization problems, their nature is different from many global optimization problems, in which the evaluation functions cannot be evaluated only using local information. In fuzzy CSPs, the degree of satisfaction of each constraint is evaluated locally or using only a small number of data.
Ruttkay's algorithm is based on a branch-and-bound method. Thus, it is suitable for finding the best solution, i.e., the state that the joint satisfaction takes its maximum value. However, if the problem size is large, this algorithm probably takes too much time because the time complexity of the branch-and-bound algorithm is exponential in nature. The time complexity can probably be reduced if the best solution is not required and appropriate branch cuts are performed. However, other types of methods, such as randomized methods, may perform better for finding approximate solutions of fuzzy CSPs. In the case of non-fuzzy CSPs, such non-backtracking methods are successful in several applications [Mor 93, Se1 92, Se1 93, Min 921.
A method of solving fuzzy CSPs, based on CCM (the chemical casting model), which is a production-systembased computation model for emergent computation [For 911 or for locality-based problem solving, is shown in the present paper. The local degrees of satisfaction are used as evaluation functions, and partial summations of them are stochastically optimized in this method. Computation model CCM is briefly explained in Section 2. CCM-based method of non-fuzzy constraint satisfaction, which is proposed by Kanada [Kan 94a], is explained in Section 3. Then, CCM-based method of fuzzy constraint satisfaction is explained in Section 4. This method is applied to a fuzzy coloring problem. The result of its performance measurement is shown in Section 5. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 6.
Computation Model CCM
Computation model CCM (the chemical casting model) [Kan 92, Kan 94al is explained briefly in the present section.
Real-world problems are not necessarily expressed by static constraints and evaluation functions. New information may be found while solving problems, and preexisting information may be dynamically changed by environmental change. The development of CCM aims at solving problems by self-organizing or emergent computation [For 911 in such situations. Complete information cannot be grasped beforehand in such situations. Conventional combinatorial problem solving methods that are based on complete information are considered to be weak when the environment continually changes. Thus, CCM is developed for computation based on local and partial information. CCM is based on a production system. Production systems are often used for developing expert systems or modeling human brains. However, CCM is different from conventional production systems. Firstly, evaluation functions, which are evaluated only using local information, are used. Secondly, stochastic control, or randomized ordering of rule applications, is used. Production rules are also applied using local information only.
The system components in CCM are shown in Figure 1 . The set of data to which the rules apply is called the working memory. A unit of data in the working memory is called an atom. An atom has a type and an intemal state, and may be connected to other atoms by links. Links are similar to chemical bindings, but the difference is that links may have directions. Any discrete data structures such as lists, trees, graphs or networks can be represented using atoms and links.
The state of the working memory is changed locally by reaction rules. "Locally" means that the number of atoms There are four pattems both in the LHS and RHS: two H's, an 0, and "?" (an unknown atom). Each pattem matches an atom of type oxygen or hydrogen in the working memory.
The reaction rule can be activated when there is a set of atoms that matches the LHS pattems. If the reaction rule is activated, the matched atoms vanish and new atoms that match the RHS pattems are generated. Only one reaction rule is enough for solving a simpler optimization or constraint satisfaction problem such as the graph vertex coloring problem, which is described later, or the 0-1 integer programming problem. There will be two or more reaction rules in more complex systems, in which there are two or more ways of changing atoms.
Local order degrees (LODs) are a type of evaluation functions. LODs express the degrees of local "organizaBecause (physical) distance is not introduced in CCM as opposed to systems such as a chemical reaction system, "locally" does not mean distance is small. tion" or "order." They are defined to take larger value when the local state of the working memory is better by the user. An LOD may be regarded as a negated energy. For example, it is analogous to bonding energy in chemical reaction systems.
A reaction takes place when the following two conditions are satisfied. First, there exists an atom that matches each pattem in the LHS. Second, the sum of the LODs of all the atoms that concern the reaction, i.e., the atoms that appear in either side of the reaction rule, does not decrease by the reaction. Reactions repeatedly occur while the above two conditions are satisfied by a combination of any rule and atoms. The system stops when such a combination is exhausted. However, reactions may occur again if the working memory is modified because of changes of the problem or the environment. Thus, open and dynamical problems mentioned beforehand can probably be handled properly using CCM.
In general, there may be two or more combinations that satisfy the two conditions at once. There are two possible causes that generates multiple combinations. One cause is that there are two or more collections of atoms that satisfy the LHS of a reaction rule. The other cause is that there are two or more reaction rules, in which there are atoms that match the pattems in the LHS. In each case, the order of the reactions, or the selection order of such combinations, and whether they occur in parallel or sequentially are determined stochastically or randomly. Thus, although the microscopic behavior of CCM, i.e., a reaction, is deterministic, the macroscopic behavior is nondeterministic or random.
CCM-based Non-Fuzzy Constraint
An example of non-fuzzy CSP and a method of solving it using CCM are shown in the present section. This example and the method will be extended to a fuzzy CSP and a method of solving it in the next section.
CCM-based problem solving is a biased random walk in the search space [Kan 94al. Reaction rules are defined as the methods of moving to the neighbor states in the search space. In other words, reaction rules define the neighbors of each state in the search space. LODs, which are defined to indicate what are the locally better state, bias the search. A mean value of LODs is called a mean order degree (MOD). Although CCM-based systems do not compute MODS, they operate so as to increase MODS or sums of LODs stochastically [Kan 94bl. MODS can be defined in small, medium or large scale. MODS are increasing in every scale, if the LODs and rules are defined properly.
Satisfaction
Kanada [Kan 94a] describes a method of problem solving using CCM, and uses the N queens problem, which is a CSP, for example. In this case, each constraint is expressed as an LOD between two atoms. The value of an LOD is higher when the constraint is satisfied, and it is lower when the constraint is violated. Then, the global MOD, or the total of LODs, is optimized. That means that all the constraints are satisfied by the operation of the system. The same method can be applied to other CSPs. CCM-based system to solve a coloring problem is shown below.
The problem is as follows. The graph vertex coloring problem is a problem to color the vertices of a graph using specified number of colors, for example, four colors. A pair of neighboring vertices must be given different colors. A map coloring problem can be converted to a graph coloring problem, if the areas of the map is converted to vertices and the area borders are converted to edges. Thus, the map coloring problem can be solved by the same caster as the graph coloring. For example, a problem of coloring the graph with five vertices, shown in Figure 2 , is equivalent to the problem of coloring the map with five areas, which is also drawn in Figure 2 . The data structure for solving the problem is explained. Vertices are represented by atoms. An atom of type vertex has a color as its intemal state. C1, C2, C3 and C4 are the colors in Figure 2 . The reaction rule and LOD to solve the problem is shown below. Firstly, the only reaction rule is shown in a visual form in Figure 3 .l This rule refers only to neighboring two vertices and the edge between them and change the color of one of the vertices randomly. The LHS of the rule contain two pattems. They match atoms of type vertex, and there is a link between the atoms. This link represents the edge between the vertices. Thus, vertex1 and vertex2 can only match two vertices, which have a link between. When a reaction occurs, the internal state of Reaction rules must be coded by computation language SOOC-94 (Self-Organization-Oriented Computing) to be executed. the atom, which matched vertexl, is rewritten. That is, the color, which was C1 before the reaction, becomes C3, which is generated randomly. C3 is selected from predefined colors. Because no constraint between C1, C2 and C3 is given, these colors can be either the same or different. In general, a problem to be solved can be expressed in CCM, if a method of walking in the search space can be expressed as a reaction rule, and the problem consists of local constraints, which can be expressed by binary LODs.
Reactions occur successively so that the values of MODS stochastically increase, when the rule shown above is used. If the system reaches a solution state, the system stops, because no reaction can occur in this state. However, a reaction may decrease LODs of the neighboring edges. So the MOD does not linearly increase, and the system does not necessarily find a solution in finite time. However, experiments show that the execution time is always finite. A slightly modified version of the rule and Because C3 is generated randomly, the same color as C1 or C2 may be selected for C3. However, the IOD does not increase in such a case by the reaction, so the reaction does not occur (See the definition of LOD defined later).
The rule is almost symmehical and reversible, but the randomize statement in the RHS breaks the symmeby of the rule. A pattem of atom, whose value is not changed by the rule, is called a catalyst [Kan 94al. In the rule in Figure 3 , vertex2 is a catalyst. A rule with no catalyst, which is illustrated in Figure 4 (a), can be given. A rule with two or more catalysts can also be given. A rule with two catalysts is shown in Figure 4 (b) . Addition or removal of catalysts changes the locality of computation, and change the performance. In the coloring problem, a system with only the no-catalyst rule performs complete random walk in the search space, and the performance is out of the question because this system does not stop even if a solution is found. If more catalysts are added, the number of reactions decreases, and the performance becomes better under certain conditions. The rules in Figures 4 (a) and (b) have fixed number of catalysts. However, the number of catalysts can be varied dynamically. In Figure 4 , c2) , is expressed as a real number between 0 and 1. An example of fuzzy constraint is shown in Table 1 as a mamx. The degree of preference between the same color is 0, and that between different color is greater than 0. The preference is symmemc. This means that the preference between colors x and y is the same as that between colors y and x . A fuzzy graph vertex coloring problem can be converted to a fuzzy map coloring problem as same as nonfuzzy coloring problem. If the degree of joint satisfaction is defined as the conjunctive combination, this method cannot be applied because C,in cannot be expressed by LODs.
If the variable-catalyst rule shown in Figure 4 (c) is used, a technique for escaping from local maxima of MODS is necessary. A modified version of the frustration accumulation method (FAM), which is called the fuzzy FAM, is used here. Thus, the fuzzy FAM is explained below. Each atom, or vertex, has a type of energy called frustration. If a vertex has positive frustration, reactions occur easier. Each vertex initially has certain level of frus-tration, e.g., 0.1. The frustration is increased when the LHS of the reaction rule is tested but there are constraints, conceming to the vertex, which are not or will not be fully satisfied. More exactly, if the rule and a set of atoms are tested, the reaction does not occur, and the degree of satisfaction of the constraints, c (0 I c I 1) is less than 1, the frustration of the atom to be modified by the rule, f, is replaced by (1 + (1 -c ) k ) f , l where k is a constant around 0.005. If the rule and a set of atoms are tested and the reaction occurs but the constraints are not fully satisfied, the frustration is also replaced by (1 + (1 -c) k ) f . On the contrary, if the reaction occurs and the constraints fully satisfied, the frustration is reset to its initial value. The reaction occurs when ob -f S oa, where ob is the sum of LODs of the vertices matched to vertex1 and other patterns in the rule before the reaction, and 0, is that after the reaction. Thus, the reaction occurs easier when the value offis larger.
Experiments of Fuzzy Constraint
Performance of the fuzzy version of the system described in the previous section was measured using the USA mainland map. The fuzzy constraint shown in Table 1 was used. The system did not stop in reasonable time when rules with fixed number of catalysts (1 to 3) is used. Thus, we can probably conclude that the fuzzy coloring problem is much difficult to solve than the corresponding non-fuzzy problem. When the variable-catalyst rule with the fuzzy FAM is used, fairly good solutions can be found.
The system with average combination was tested 200 times with k = 0.005. The average, maximum and minimum values of Cave are 0.763, 0.783 and 0.721. The distribution of Cave when the fuzzy version of the system stopped is shown by the continuous line in Figure 6 . The each class width of Cave is 0.005. All the strong constraints were satisfied in 20 runs, but they were not satisfied in other 180 runs because violation of a strong constraint is not inhibited in the case of average combination. The broken line is the distribution of Cave when the non-fuzzy version of the system (with k = 0.4), described in Section 3, was executed and stopped. This distribution is very sharp and far from normal distributions. There is almost no intersection between these two distributions. This means that the system in the previous section finds much better solutions than the non-fuzzy system that
Satisfaction
(1 + k)f is used instead, in the original (non-fuzzy) FAM. If (1 + k ) f is used in the fuzzy FAM, experiments show that the performance is worse. This probably means that the frustration must increase monotonically when the degree of constraint satisfaction decreases. However, whether expression (1 + ( 1 ~ c) When the value of c(vl, v2) IS 0, it is replaced by 0.03 in this experiment, because if a too small number such as is used, even the strong constraints cannot be satisfied in most runs.2 The distribution of Cpro when the fuzzy version of the system stopped is shown by the continuous line in Figure 7 . All the strong constraints were satisfied in 123 runs. They are satisfied in more than half runs because the penalty for violating a strong
The value for inhibitory color assighnment, 0.03, is near the optimal in our experiments. constraint is still very high. The (real) values of C,,, in other 67 runs were 0, and these runs are ignored in Figure 7 . The broken line is the distribution of C,, when the non-fuzzy version of the system (with k = 0.4) was executed and stopped. The performance is similar to that using average combination.
The execution statistics are compared in Table 2 with the non-fuzzy CSP using the variable-catalyst rule in Section 3. The average execution time of the fuzzy coloring is much longer than the non-fuzzy coloring. This fact also shows that the fuzzy coloring is much more difficult. Randomly generated constraints are also tested. In these cases, the averages of C, , , and Cpro are distributed between 0.3 and 0.9, but no other significant difference from the case with the constraints in Table 1 was found.
The CCM-based method is also compared with a backtrack search. The color that maximizes the sum of the degree of satisfaction of already colored vertices is selected first when coloring a vertex. This algorithm is similar to a best-first search, but it is a tree-based search, and thus, it is different from A* search [Har 681, which is a queue-based best-first search.l The order of vertices to be colored is fixed. The vertices are sorted before coloring so that more constrained vertex is colored in an earlier step. No dynamic information is used to decide the order of coloring. Thus, the algorithm proposed by Ruttkay, which uses dynamic information, may perform better. Two versions of this algorithm, which use slightly different sorting methods, were tested. The performance was measured only once for each parameter because these algorithms are deterministic.
The results are shown in Figure 8 . The result of the first version of the algorithm using average combination is shown by X. This algorithm found a solution, in which Cave = 0.765, in 0.02 second, and found a better solution in 0.3 second, and so on. The result of the second version A* search is also tested for solving the fuzzy coloring problem. However, no good evaluation function has been found, and the performance is worse than the tree-based algorithm. The results of the rwo versions of the algorithm that uses productive combination are also shown in Figure 8 . In the average combination case, the quality of the solutions found using CCM is comparable to that shown in Figure 8 , although the average execution time is longer. However, in the productive combination case, the quality of the solutions found using CCM is much worse than that shown in Figure 8 . This is probably because branch cuts work well in the backtrack search. However, if strong constraints are handled in a better method, CCM-based search may perform better.
Conclusion
A method of solving fuzzy constraint satisfaction problems is shown in the present paper. This method is applied to a fuzzy coloring problem of graph or map, and reasonably good solutions can be found in reasonable time, e.g., 20 seconds, in the case of the fuzzy USA map. Although average execution time of this method is longer than the backtrack search, it may be improved by parallelization. This method is much more suitable for parallelization than backtrack algorithms. This method can also be applied to an open and dynamical fuzzyhon-fuzzy CSPs, in which data and constraints are changing dynamically or coming from or going to the outside of the system.
The main focuses of future work are as follows. Firstly, this method should be applied to larger-scale fuzzy CSPs and real-world CSPs. In real-world CSPs such as time table planning, there are many mutually contradicting constraints. Some constraints or combinations of specific values are more important and others are less important. This method can probably be applied to such types of problems, because the constraints can probably be regarded as fuzzy constraints. Secondly, there are many parts or parameters to be improved in this method. For example, parameters such as k and the initial value of frustrations.
